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Jonathan Boyarin is the Kaplan Professor of Modern Jewish Thought in the Department of 
Religious Studies at the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill. He is an ethnographer of 
Yiddish culture and twentieth-century Polish Jewry. Hs work has focused on topics such as 
the politics of memory, reading in society and comparative diasporas. Earlier books include 
Polish Jews in Paris:The Ethnography of Memory (1991), Storm from Paradise:The Politics 
of Jewish Memory (1992), Thinking in Jewish (1996), and Jewishness and the Human 
Dimension (2008). His last book, The Unconverted Self. Jews, Indians, and the Identity of 
Christian Europe (The University of Chicago Press, 2009) is hist frist foray into medieval 
studies. 
 
For decades, a strict cordon sanitaire was observed between what was then called “Jewish-
Christian relations” inside Europe, and studies of “the colonial encounter.” To Boyarin, it was 
obvious by the late 1980s that these should be seen as part of one hystory, its effects flowing 
back and forth across (and largely constituting) the boudaries of “Christian Europe”. It was 
also clear to Boyarin that rather than seeing 1492 as a moment of demarcation between the 
medieval and the modern, that year and its congeries of events should be seen as a fateful 
moment of linkage between the conception of Europe and its projection worldwide. Iberia –
with its substantial Jewish and Muslim populations and its rapid expansion into the New 
World- proved to be the most fruitful ground for beginning to explore this nexus. The 
Unconversted Self thus juxtaposes questions of Jewish difference in late medieval Europe 
with the encounters of 16th-century Mexico, without erasing that other “founding difference” 
of Islam. 
 
(Paper in English; discussion in English and in French) 


